Mg-induced increase of bandgap in Zn1-xMgxO nanorods revealed by x-ray absorption and emission spectroscopy 
Introduction
The wide bandgap II-VI semiconductor alloy, ZnMgO, has attracted extensive interest in recent years because of its fundamental and technological importance in ZnMgO/ZnO-based superlattice structures. [1] [2] [3] The photoluminescence (PL) measurements of Mg doped ZnO nanowires/nanorods revealed a blueshift in near-band-edge (NBE) emission as the Mg content is increased, [4] [5] [6] suggesting that this material may be suitable for use in tunable electronic and optical nanodevices. Raman spectra indicated that the disorder associated with the incorporation of Mg dopants enhanced exciton localization and asymmetrically broadened the phonon line-shapes of Zn 1-x Mg x O nanocrystals. 7 The extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) also demonstrated that the blueshift of the bandgap (E g ) of Zn 1-x Mg x O thin films was associated with the increase of the structural distortion/disorder. 8 Although PL measurements have revealed the blueshift in E g in the Zn 1-x Mg x O alloys, the engineering of E g by altering the electronic density of states (DOSs) at/near conduction-band-minimum (CBM) and valence-band-maximum (VBM) by doping Mg to ZnO nanomaterials has not been extensively investigated. [9] [10] [11] Knowledge of the dependence of the electronic structures of Zn 1-x 10 Here, a combination of PL, EXAFS, x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) and x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) was used to investigate the increase of E g by the doping of Mg in ZnO nanorods. are similar to those of ZnO nanoparticles reported elsewhere. 18 A well-defined bandgap, E g , indicated by the dotted lines is obtained by extrapolating the leading edges in the XANES and XES spectra to the baselines, which correspond to the CBM and VBM, 18, 19 respectively. Apparently, the threshold in the O K-edge XANES (O K α XES) spectra overall moves slightly toward higher (lower) energy as the Mg content is increased, as can be seen on the magnified scale in inset (a) [inset (b) ]. This result is consistent with the measurements shown in Fig. 2(a) . Nevertheless, the combined emission and absorption spectra demonstrate that E g is ~3.3eV for pure ZnO nanorods and systematically increases 6 with the Mg content in the Zn 1-x Mg x O nanorods, as plotted in inset (c). These results are consistent with the general trend of NBE emission that was revealed by PL measurements [data obtained from inset (c)
in Fig. 1] . The E g values that were determined from the combined XES and XANES measurements were slightly larger than those determined from the NBE emission data. Since NBE emission is the result of free exciton emission, 10 the difference between E g values and emission data, ΔΕ g , can be attributed to the difference between the energy of CBM and the exciton level, which is approximately tens of meV in 
Conclusion
O K-edge XANES measurements suggest that Mg doping increased the negative effective charge of oxygen ions. O K-edge XES and XANES spectra demonstrate that Mg doping raises and lowers conduction-and valence-band edges, respectively, thus increasing E g . Both PL and combined XES and XANES measurements show that E g increases linearly with Mg content. 
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